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ABSTRACT  

 

Wireless sensor and ad-hoc networks are widely used networks for data sharing and 

transmission. They are cheap and easy to install and configure with some basic 

disadvantages, such as intrusion and routing attacks. This project concentrates on the routing 

security of the ad-hoc networks. A very common attack in wireless sensor networks is the 

vampire attack. This project deals with such attacks using the AODV (ad-hoc on demand 

distance vector) routing protocol. Vampire attacks sap the network of its energy by routing a 

packet of data in a longer path along the network, energy from each node. An ad-hoc network 

is as good as the energy of its node’s, hence if the nodes’ energy is drained it affects the 

overall performance of the network. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Sensor networks can be used in many areas, such as military, homeland security, health 

care, environment, agriculture, manufacturing, and so on. Most previous work on sensor 

networks considered homogeneous sensor networks, i.e., all sensor nodes have the same 

capability in terms of communication, computation, energy supply, storage space, reliability, 

etc. However, a wireless ad hoc network has poor fundamental limits and Performance. Use 

of sensor nodes in ad-hoc networks is not new. Recently deployed sensor network systems 

are increasingly following ad-hoc designs, incorporating a mixture of sensors with widely 

varying capabilities. For example, a sensor network may include small sensors as well as 

more powerful high-end nodes. Several recent literatures have studiednon-security aspects of 

WSN. However, security issues of WSN remain largely unexplored. 

This project aims at making the ad-hoc networks more secure. This system does not 

concern itself with making the network secure from data theft, but concerns with making the 
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network as a whole stronger. The complete ad-hoc network system depends on the battery 

power of its nodes for stability and longevity. If the nodes start running out of energy, the 

whole network will collapse, so a system is to be developed which will use lesser power. 

Also the speed of data sharing plays a major role in the wide acceptance of the network. 

Hence a system was needed to be developed, that would enhance the efficiency of the system. 

 

There are two types of vampire attacks:- 

 

1) Carousel attack. 

2) Stretch attack. 

In both the attacks the data packets are sent in a longer route, hence consuming more 

time and energy of the nodes hence making the system inefficient. And since ad-hoc 

networks run on mobile devices, they soon run out of power, and in many cases recharging of 

the battery is not possible. Hence the efficiency of the power use of the network is of utmost 

importance. Therefore this system that is being proposed,uses AODV protocol, which 

consumes lesser time for the data to travel and lesser energy.This system uses the AODV 

routing protocol to rectify this loop hole of the ad-hoc networks. AODV routing protocol uses 

a routing system that does not:- 

1) Let the malicious node form a looping-route for the data to traverse. 

2) Include the malicious node in the routing path. 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
   The networks encounter a large number of resource depletion attacks such as denial of 

service (DoS), draining battery life, packet drop and many more. Denial of Service attack has 

become very common in present wireless networks in this type of attack the malicious nodes 

continuously send request messages because of that the bandwidth of entire network gets 

occupied with these requests , as the entire bandwidth gets occupied there is generation of 

heavy traffic in the network which cause the denial of service. 

   Another attack which can be considered is sleep deprivation torture, it is also a common 

type which occur in wireless networks. This type of attack deals with the sleep cycle of the 

nodes present in the network during data transmission, it prevents the nodes from entering the 

sleep cycle and because of which the power of node’s depletes at faster rate. This depletion 

can cause the network to be disabled. 

   Vampire attack is the new category of attacks which deals with the node’s energy level in 

wireless ad-hoc networks. Many routing protocols have been used to overcome the problem 

caused by vampire attacks some of protocol are Dynamic source routing (DSR), Destination 

sequenced distance vector routing protocol and many more. 

    Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) is on demand routing protocol and it maintains a route 

cache, which leads to memory overhead. In DSR it requests for route to a particular node 

when it is having the need of that route. But DSR does not rely on the path information from 

the intermediate nodes, DSR has a higher overhead as each packet carries the complete route 

and it does not support multicast. As each packet contains the whole route information, this 

increases its overhead. Hence for small information there will be lot more overhead hence it 

is inefficient in terms of packet overhead.  
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DSDV (Destination-Sequenced Distance vector) DSDV protocol is a table driven protocol. 

Means in DSDV protocol every mobile node maintains a routing table with entries for each 

and every possible destination node, and required number of hopes to reach those 

destinations, means if there are n nodes in a network then routing tables corresponding to 

each node will have almost n-1 entries. Every Routing table is updated periodically for each 

and every change in the network (like a new node joins or leaves etc.) to maintain 

consistency. This updating of routing tables requires frequent route update broadcasts But the 

problem with this protocol is the size of table as the network increases so is the routing table 

size in the ratio of O (n*n) that makes it inefficient As network size increases, table size will 

also increases hence any operation (like update, searching) will be very inefficient. Hence 

This Protocol is good for networks having less number of nodes. 

 

So the above discussed protocols are not efficient enough to cope up with the problems 

caused by vampire attacks. Therefore in the proposed system we implemented a protocol 

known as AODV (Ad-hoc on demand distance vector) routing protocol which overcome the 

drawbacks of various other protocol used to deal with the vampire attack and ensure secure 

transmission of data. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

AODV is the combination of two independent routing protocols, DSDV(destination-

sequenced distance vector routing) routing algorithm and DSR algorithm. It uses the positives 

of both the algorithms and forms a new algorithm, fit for the purpose of being used in this 

system. The purpose of AODV’s design is to use the bandwidth in a more efficient way and 

to be able of scaling to large number of nodes in an ever changing network topology.  AODV 

uses an on demand approach picked up from DSR, and thus, establishment of a route only 

takes place when a source node needs to send a data packet to some other node. In this way 

there is never a fixed path for the data packet to travel and also the network saves a lot of 

energy by not having to be active all the time. In addition, in AODV each node has its own 

routing table, and it makes use of the hop by hop routing  with the use of  the routing tables. 

This feature of the AODV is taken from the DSDV routing algorithm. Hence, a node updates 

its route information only if the destination sequence number in the currently arrived packet 

is greater than the destination sequence number already stored at the node. It is to ensure all 

routes are loop-free routing. 

 

 It uses the same three messages as the DSR does to find a traversing path from the 

source to the destination. It uses RREQ(route request) for route discovery, RREP(route reply) 

to send as a reply to the RREQ and RERR(route error) as an error message to indicate an 

unreachable node. 

 

 However unlike the DSR, AODV uses the hop-by-hop route discovery mechanism, 

and thus stores in its routing table, only the address of the next hop, and not the entire route. 

In route maintenance the AODV uses both the HELLO message and the RREQ message. 

During network maintenance, the source node sends out a hello message to the neighboring 

node, if it does not hear a RREP before the request expiration time, it broadcasts the RREQ 

again hence finding a new route to reach the source destination. 
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Fig. 3 Broadcast of RREQFig. 4 Reception of RREP 

 

A hello message is periodically sent at a rate of once per second, to maintain the 

connectivity and to find out any changes in the connection topology of the network. Each 

time there is a change in the connection, this broadcasted HELLO message helps the network 

in maintaining the overall connectivity of the network. 

Since AODV uses an on-demand routing algorithm, it saves a lot of routing 

overheads, since it uses the hop-by-hop routing. It only carries the source IP address and the 

source sequence number, because that is all that the data packet should know, while 

traversing a route in a network using the AODV protocol. Also because of its on-demand 

routing, it is highly adaptive to the changing dynamics of the network and holds high 

knowledge of the entire network because of the HELLO message. 

  

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

The proposed system is based on the ad-hoc networks. It is aimed at rectifying the loop-

holes in the architecture of the ad-hoc network. An ad-hoc network is a temporary mobile 

network, which can be formed anywhere using mobile devices which support the formation 

of such networks. 

 
Fig. 5 Architecture of Ad-hoc network 

An ad-hoc network comprises of several nodes, which run on battery power, and 

communicate through radio signals, with the help of sensors. Ad-hoc networks are easy to 

form and very cheap, since they require no extra infrastructural support, to maintain the 

network.The various nodes in the network can be classified in three groups:- 
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i) The head node: In a single network cloud there is one head node, which keeps 

with it the complete knowledge of the network, thereby reducing the overall 

memory usage of the other nodes 

ii) The intermediate node: In an entire interconnected network, there may be a 

number of intermediate nodes. Intermediate nodes are the nodes, which 

populate the network. These nodes interconnect with each other in a random 

fashion and form the entire network.  

iii) The sink node: In a single network cloud there may be more than one sink. 

This node is used to gather all the data from the sensor nodes. The information 

that is gathered is forwarded to the Base Station.  

 

 

Fig 6. Illustration of head node, sink node and intermediate nodes 

 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

 

• Time Complexity 
O(2D)   where   D = diameter of the network. 

 

• Space Complexity 
O(2N)   where   N = number of nodes in the network. 

• It is a description of a system using mathematical concepts and language. The process 

of developing a mathematical model is termed mathematical modeling. 

• Set is a collection of similar types of entities. 

• S= {N, M, O} 

• N= {R, H, D} 

     Where, 

• R= normal nodes 

• H= head nodes 

• D= sink nodes 

• R>H>D….in terms of count. 

• H>D>R…in terms of energy and memory. 

• S= Set of all nodes in the network 
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O 

• N= Number of normal nodes 

• M= number of malicious nodes 

• O= Output path nodes 

• O=N-M 

 
           Fig. 7 Venn Diagram 

CONCLUSION   

 

        In this paper a detection and control method is introduced for the vampire attacks, a new 

class of resource consumption attacks that use outing protocols to permanently disable ad-hoc 

wireless networks by depleting nodes’ battery power. This scheme provides high level of 

security against the vampire attacks. These attacks do not depend on particular protocols or 

implementations, but rather expose vulnerabilities in a number of popular protocol 

classes.Here depending on the location of the adversary, network energy expenditure during 

the forwarding phase increases drastically. The proposed technique routing protocol are 

provably bounds damage from Vampire attacks by verifying that packets consistently make 

progress toward their destinations and reduce the reimbursement. 
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